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Abstract

Xiong Xiong, A Stochastic Production Priority Optimization Method for

Remanufacturing System Based on Genetic Algorithm. Master of Science (MS), August

2010, 71 pages, 11 tables, 19 figures, and 29 references.

Increasing number of manufacturers are developing remanufacturing facilities to recover

end-of-life products for product/component reuse and material recycling while the high

uncertainty pattern of returned products complicates the production planning. In this

thesis a stochastic production priority optimization method, considering various prior-

ity concerns for remanufacturing systems is developed. Priority ranking and matching

algorithm is developed to determine the priority rule, using thirteen weighting factors.

Queueing models are developed to formulate the objective function, a genetic algorithm

is then developed to search optimal solution under different business configurations. Re-

sult of this research will provide insights to priority assignment mechanism, which in

turn provides support to manufacturers in decision-making in production planning thus

improving the performance of remanufacturing systems. Key words: Remanufacturing,

Priority, Optimization, Genetic Algorithm, Production planning.
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Chapter I

Introduction

As a strategy to extend product life cycle and reduce carbon foot-print, many compa-

nies have begun to set up remanufacturing lines or employed other companies to provide

remanufacturing service for those products returned by customers for either warranty

repair, upgrades or products that reach the end of their life cycle. Practices of remanu-

facturing have also shown to be able to build up mutually beneficial relationships between

manufacturers and customers, increases customer loyalty and lower manufacturing cost,

helps customers reduce operation costs and improve efficiency. Through remanufacturing,

the product is first dissembled and then inspected; old and damaged parts are replaced

with new ones. Unrecoverable products or cost inefficient products are collected to re-

capture any usable parts or recyclable materials they may contain.

The efficiency of the remanufacturing is predominantly impaired due to the compli-

cated, dynamic and stochastic character of the product return flow. This reverse flow of

material is typically composed of products with different arrival rate, varied types, uncer-

tain condition, quantity, source and destination of return. The remanufacturing industry

is thus experiencing unprecedented problems and cost in building efficient remanufactur-

ing planning strategies. On one hand, the return time and quantity can be very different

within different products. Even for the same products, the return time and quantity is

usually random. Some of the remanufacturing operations such as disposition of materials,

cannot be determined until products are broken down in subsystem by remanufacturing

(disassembly shop) and have been fully inspected and evaluated. Even for an identified

reusable return product, it requires uncertain procedure and stochastic leading time in

remanufacturing subjected to its varying conditions. A well-planned production planning

and control system will be very important to coordinate the remanufacturing processes,

thus keeping a smooth flow and making maximum profit from it.
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Figure 1: Flowchart of Remanufacturing Process

Remanufacturing originated from military industry and is used to guarantee that,

while short of material, the manufacturing will not be interrupted. Now it has been

expanded to other fields, especially in the automotive and electronic industries, bringing

more than $100 billion annual incomes globally. The typical operations in remanufactur-

ing starts with arrival of used and damaged products from customers, which is a typical

compound stochastic arrival process. Received products of varied types and conditions

will go through different remanufacturing procedures according to the type, condition,

quantity, desired disposition approaches, and existing remanufacturing planning strat-

egy. To ensure the efficient manufacturing process, priorities are generally assigned to
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products according to different concerns. Products of highest priority will be sent to

production line and disassembled into parts, cleaned and classified into different groups.

Since the quality of remanufactured product depends largely on the quality of old piece

itself, products of which original components are not good enough or remaining life is

too short to be used for further remanufacturing will be discarded for material recycling.

Products can be repaired and function as new products will be refurbished. For prod-

ucts that cannot be repaired as a whole, reusable parts will be disassembled, refurbished

or reconditioned. For parts that can’t be repaired, material-recycling strategy will be

applied. In summary, products with varied conditions will be repaired with different re-

manufacturing technologies and strategies, based on priority assigned by manufacturers.

Refurbished products will enter market once again and products and parts that have to

be recycled will be delivered to the downstream recycling facilities.

It has been widely accepted that the priority mechanism of remanufacturing oper-

ations plays an important role in improvement of the performance of remanufacturing

business. A stream of research efforts have been dedicated on the evaluation of specific

priority dispatching rules in remanufacturing (Li, et al. 2008, Guide et al. 1997, 2005,

Erwin, (1997) ), with an aim to find best practices and determination of better prior-

ity mechanism using comparison and experimental evaluation. It is agreed that a good

priority mechanism can not only reduce inventory cost, operating cost, but also improve

throughput, resale value and total revenue, thus resulting in a better economic perfor-

mance for remanufacturing operations. Nonetheless, most research focused on evaluation

of a predefined priority rule, very little efforts has delivered to research in identification

of an optimal priority mechanism for a certain remanufacturing setup.

Aimed to attack on this problem, in this thesis, a method was developed to deter-

mine the optimal priority mechanism using genetic algorithm. Different issues that can

be considered in priority determination were first identified. These issues are grouped

in for categories: arrival quantity, arrival quality, demand, and processing. In arrival

quality, the arrival rate of the different types of products are considered as a main is-

sue. Arrival quality issues mainly include whole product refurbish rate, component reuse

rate and material recycling rate. In demand, the main concerns involve resale price for
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refurbished products, components and recycled materials, the due date of certain prod-

ucts and penalty cost for the delayed products. In processing, issues mainly considered

include: process rate, value depreciation due to manufacturing lead-time, setup time and

setup cost, holding costs. All these issues are weighted using certain weighting factors

and summed into a priority index for a certain product. The same weighting factors are

used in determination of the priority indices for all other products that are processed by

the same remanufacturers. Based on the priority indices, and ranking procedure is used

to assign priority to these different product and determine the overall priority rule based

on the weighting factors that were assigned in the beginning. The priority rule will then

be evaluated by the fitness function based on the overall profit of the remanufacturer.

An iterative process will be conducted by changing the weighting factors and the prior-

ity assignments using genetic algorithm, so that an optimal priority assignment can be

found to maximize the total profit. The optimal weighting factor also be obtained, which

can provide insights for remanufacturing business in determination of their own priority

mechanism. This is also the expected contribution of the thesis work.

The thesis is structured as follows: this chapter serves as an introduction to the reman-

ufacturing business, the problem description and brief introduction of the methodology to

be developed. Chapter 2 provides a review of literature in related areas. In chapter 3, the

research problem is discussed with more details. Chapter 4 provides the methodology and

procedures that are developed in this thesis work; A case study is then demonstrated in

chapter 5 to validate the research work; Finally in chapter 6, conclusion and suggestions

for future work is discussed.
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Chapter II

Review of Literature

In general, for most remanufacturing facilities, the product lines are shared by the

multiple types of products to be returned. Due to uncertainty in quantity and value

that can be recovered, a priority rules need to be created to determine what types of

products will be processed with a higher priority. Implementing this priority rule in

planning and controlling is crucial to reduce remanufacturing costs and improve the pro-

ductivity of the remanufacturing system. Several publications have addressed this issue.

Guide et al. (1997) compared two planning and controlling strategies: disassembly release

mechanisms (DRMs) and priority dispatching rules (PDRs) using simulation considering

uncertainty and complexity of remanufacturing. The researchers first introduced the two

characteristics that impacted the MPC function: probabilistic recovery rates of the parts

from the inducted cores and unknown condition of the recovered parts until inspected.

A simulation model was created based on observations from different types of manufac-

turing workshops, which process mainly large mechanical structures such as airframes,

jet turbine engines, jet engine components and heavy diesel engines. Two key activities

in MPC, disassembly release mechanisms (DRMs) and priority dispatching rules (PDRs)

were examined in the simulation. A (4×16) two-factor ANOVA experiment was designed,

which is composed of 4 levels of DRM and 16 levels of PDR, while for each level 15 repli-

cations were examined. Mean job flow time, mean job tardiness, percent tardy, and

root mean square tardiness were used as performance measures. It shall be noted that

cost-based performance measure was not considered in this work. It was concluded that

that the DRMs do not provide any significant advantage to any performance measure,

so the simplest first come first serve method will be a good choice. Among the PDRs,

the earliest due time based rules provides good performance on all the performance mea-

sures. Another more complicated remanufacturing model was investigated by Guide et
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al (2005). In this model, two components from different parts are served in a shared

facility with limited capacity. The system performance was measured in term of total

weighted average sojourn time (TWAST), ompared under first come first serve (FCFS)

priority rule and constrained to simple non-preemptive static priority rules. It is con-

cluded that while both products have the same sojourn time weight, the improvement of

using the constrained optimal priority rule was not significant comparing to implementing

the simple FCFS rule. If the two products have different sojourn time weights, the sys-

tem performance was better when simply assigning priority to the products with higher

sojourn time weight. John J. Kanet et al. (1982) tested the influence of how well the

pre-assigned due dates of arriving jobs are met on job shop performance by introducing

the concept of operation due date.

Inventory control for product recovery and remanufacturing has been receiving growing

attention. Stochastic hybrid manufacturing / remanufacturing system has received more

attention nowadays and a lot of literatures based on it can be found. Erwin et. al (2006)

presented their study on a joint remanufacturing and manufacturing job shop under the

assumption where remanufacturing is an alternative for manufacturing with lower cost

and of the same lead time. Three priority policies were tested under numerical study. The

push policy is defined as Whenever the stock of returned items reaches Qr , those items

are remanufactured. Whenever the serviceable inventory position (inventory on hand +

everything on order) drops to sm. A batch of size Qm is manufactured. The simple pull

policy is defined as Whenever the serviceable inventory position drops to the common

order level s, a batch of size Qr is remanufactured if enough returned items are available

and a batch of size Qm is manufactured otherwise. The general pull policy uses separate

order levels sm for manufacturing and sr for remanufacturing”. Minimizing total of

manufacturing cost, remanufacturing cost, backorder cost and holding cost is considered

as the objective while order size and order level formulae is derived using the same way as

traditional inventory system without return. A full factorial design is employed by varying

six parameters related to demand and return Poisson process and each priority policy is

evaluated in the form of relative cost error in each scenario. Optimal long run average

costs are obtained under optimal policy parameter settings of decision variables. Although
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all of these three priorities perform well, the pull policy is significantly better than the

push, and the general pull is slightly better than the simply pull. However, the priority

of simple pull is recommended in practical use because of its simple implementation

and outstanding results. Katsuhiko et al. dealt with a remanufacturing model with

decomposition process where unrecoverable products are decomposed and classified into

waste and material which will be used in producing. In this remanufacturing system,

products are produced until the stock of products reaches the upper limit γ or the stock

of parts runs out. Materials are purchased with the lot size � when the stock of materials

runs out. Decomposed materials and/or parts are disposed when the stock of materials

or the stock of parts reaches the upper limit, α or β , respectively. Two control policies

are proposed with stochastic decomposition process. The first one suggests that parts are

produced unless the stock of parts reaches the upper limit β or the stock of materials runs

out. The second one proposes that parts are produced unless the stock of parts reaches

the threshold δ or the stock of materials runs out. A Markov chain model is developed

and steady-state flow balance equations of two policies are derived. The performance

of two proposed policies is tested numerically in form of the expected total cost under

effects of each rate and cost parameters such as: demand rate, recover rate, production

rate of product, production rate of part, production cost of product, production cost of

part, disposal cost and shortage cost. Generally the expected total cost of the second

policy is lower than the first one. Moritz et al. B. Mahadevan et al. (2003) studied

push inventory policies in an inventory system with remanufacturing and manufacturing.

The remanufacturing production process is controlled by a periodic review while push

policy is operated as following: Every R periods, release stochastic quantity Qr of all

returns stockpile into the remanufacturing facility. Ir is defined as the inventory position

of the finished goods stockpile, which is serviceable inventory on hand, less backorders,

plus any outstanding (manufacturing or remanufacturing) orders. After releasing the

remanufacturing batch, if Ir is less than the manufacturing order-up-to level sm, there is

an order enough products, Qm from the manufacturing facility to bring inventory position

up to sm . Minimizing the total relevant cost (TC), which is the sum of holding costs

for remanufacturable and serviceable items and backorder costs, is considered objective
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by choosing an appropriate manufacturing order-up-to level sm. Erwin et al. tested pull

and push policies under the effects of lead-time duration and lead-time variability on

total expected costs in production/inventory systems with remanufacturing. The PUSH-

strategy is defined as remanufacturing starts whenever the inventory of remanufacturables

contains Qr used products. In that case, all Qr products enter the remanufacturing

process to be remanufactured. Manufacturing takes place in batches of size Qm, and

starts whenever the serviceable inventory position (serviceable inventory minus backlog

plus all products in (re)manufacturing work in process) drops to the level sm . The

PULL-strategy is defined as remanufacturing starts whenever the serviceable inventory

position is at or below sr, and sufficient remanufacturable inventory exists to increase

the serviceable inventory position to sr. Manufacturing starts whenever the serviceable

inventory position drops to the level sm. The manufacturing batch size is Qm. The total

expected costs are evaluated by varying lead-time duration and lead-time variability after

obtaining time-average on-hand serviceable inventory and the time-average backordering

position of both policies. It turned out that the duration of larger manufacturing lead-

times have more effects on total expected costs than the duration of remanufacturing lead-

times and cost increases more than when given a larger variability in remanufacturing

lead-times than to a larger variability in manufacturing lead-times. It is also observed that

sometimes an increase in remanufacturing lead-times or variability in manufacturing lead-

times may even result in cost decrease. Karl Inderfurth et al. (2001) introduced a simple

4-factor (serviceable inventory position, quantity of manufacturing products, quantity

of returned products, inventory control position) control rule of inventory management

in a hybrid manufacturing / remanufacturing model. The optimal inventory position

control rule is determined with remanufacturing lead time. The model is tested under

a relevant cost structure which consists of variable per unit manufacturing costs, linear

holding costs for serviceable products, fixed costs per order for manufacturing and linear

backorder costs. It is proved that using remanufacturing lead time as a variable to

determine optimal inventory position can improve the performance of system on cost

reduction aspect. Karl et al. (2004) presented optimal policies for maximum profit in a

situation where remanufactured products can be sold as fully function products, however,
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for a lower price than new manufactured products.

G.P. Kiesmller (2001) found that remanufacturing inventory control problems are not

equal for different lead-time relations after extensive literature review, and used two in-

ventory positions for production decisions and remanufacturing decisions separately. The

performance of hybrid stochastic manufacturing/remanufacturing systems is examined

under several heuristic policies in term of average costs per time unit. S. Sebnem Ahiska

et al. (2008) provided an inventory policy model for manufacturing/remanufacturing

systems. The application performance of this model is investigated by changing cost pa-

rameters and lead times. It is indicated that his two-parameter policy turned out to be

optimal when there are no set up costs for manufacturing and remanufacturing. Jianzhi

Li et al. (2008) introduced a hybrid cell evaluated genetic algorithm (CEGA) to optimize

dedicated remanufacturing system base on priority dispatching rule using simulation.

V. Daniel R. Guide Jr. (2000) provided a report of current remanufacturing develop-

ment base on a survey of production planning and control activities at remanufacturing

firms in United States ranging from automotive to aero space, machinery and office

equipment to small items. With the awareness of the lack of integrated and specialized

production and control system in remanufacturing, the author designed the survey. A

group of industry experts are selected to provide feedback on the questions about general

company information, demand management, material management, production planning

and control, and miscellaneous information. The author concluded the seven major char-

acteristics of remanufacturing that significantly complicated the production planning and

control activities from the data collected from the survey and their research opportunity.

V. Daniel R. Guide Jr. et al. presented a comprehensive survey on production planning

and control for remanufacturing, the basic problem of production planning and control for

remanufacturing is discussed in which each scenario of remanufacturing process is clearly

defined and analyzed . The proposed models are categorized into models for independent

demand inventory and models for dependent demand inventory. The author indicated

that there are many more case studies or surveys needed to be done related to practical

industry. The inherent uncertainties in remanufacturing and integrated models for the

management of all supply chain activities are two topics that deserve more attention.
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Erwin et al. (1997) investigated the economical benefit of planned disposals in reman-

ufacturing and compared the push-disposal policy to the pull-disposal policy in term of

the total expected costs. It is concluded that the priority of disposal policy depends on

the cost of holding remanufacturable inventory and holding serviceable inventory. The

pull-disposal policy is preferred when remanufacturable inventory is valued sufficiently

lower than serviceable inventory; otherwise the push policy is preferred.

Due to high degree of uncertainty in returned products condition, returned products

could be either disposed or remanufactured with several options, K. Inderfurth et al.

(2001) proposed a model for determining the optimal quantity of products to be remanu-

factured for each option and disposal, and minimize the relevant cost. Erwin van der Laan

et al.(1996) compared three inventory control strategies. For a better understanding of

the methodology of production planning under uncertainty, J. Mula, R. Poler presented

an extensive review of current research on this topic, and classified the literature to two

groups of production planning and modeling approach, and finally identified the future

research direction base on the literatures. Christos Zikopoulos et al. (2007) proposed an

algorithm to get an optimal disassembly planning strategy. Robert Pellerin et al.(2009).

The nature of our problem suggests a study of a priority queue or a priority scheduling

or scheduling function. Literature about these topics has been done previously by other

researchers. The study of a priority queue can be found with packet arrival (Walraevens,

Wittervrongel, and Bruneel, 2007). In this paper they investigate two types of packets.

First class packets have priority and are served first over any other kind of packets. Low

priority packets are served when there are no high priority packets present. A study

of priority scheduling can be found with packet arrival (Walraevens, Steyaert, Bruneel,

2006). In this paper they analyze discrete-time preemptive repeat queue. Packets of high

priority have preemptive repeat priority over those of low priority. In here also when

there are no high priority packets low priority packets are served and as soon as a high

priority packet arrives, the low priority packet will no be served anymore. Finally a study

over service scheduling can be found in telecommunications (Choi, Kim, and Lee, 2007).

They studied two types of customers with different service requirements. Customers have

a scheduling function to differentiate between them. Customers with certain needs are
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attended to with certain server and other needs are attended with another server.
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Chapter III

Problem Statement

Priority Model in Remanufacturing System

Remanufacturing system is different from traditional manufacturing systems in that

it is subjected to a greater degree of uncertainty and complexity in terms of the coming

material flow. The returned products generally have a high uncertainty in arrival pat-

tern and high variation in product condition and residual value that can be discovered.

High uncertainty has also been experienced with respect to quantity, year of model, and

quality of the products received by the remanufacturing system. A product received by

the remanufacturers may come from a company that updates its computers regularly so

a good condition of the product is reasonably expected. It might also come from a family

replacing its 10-year-old home computer, thus a poor condition and virtually no residual

value are expected. In addition, one remanufacturing line is generally designed to deal

with a group of different products. For products with the same product type, though

they are similar, they might have to go through different manufacturing processes accord-

ing to respective conditions after inspection. The consequence of high uncertainty and

variation of the return flow is the difficulty associated in production planning and con-

trol of the dedicated model, which leads to increased production cost and poor economic

performance.

The profit generated from remanufacturing depends on the value captured from prod-

ucts and components recovered, and the costs spent on the remanufacturing process.

Certain priority should be place on products that have higher residual value. In the main

time, due to product waiting in a queue of products to be processed, waiting time is

expected for most products. Because waiting time can increase the production lead time

thus incur higher working-in-progress inventory, it plays an important role in remanufac-
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turing system cost reduction as it is highly related to expenses such as holding cost and

depreciation. So it is very important to have a well-programmed planning and control

system to reduce the waiting time, minimize the costs, and capture as much revenue,

hence maximizing profit. This leads to following three production-planning problems

that need to be addressed:

1)

Due to substantial number of product types to be processed by a remanufacturing

system, sharing one production line with all product types is better than setting up

different lines for each type. Therefore, a priority based switch rule has to be developed for

production planning to determine how and when to switch between different production

types. The priority mechanism is generally based on following concerns: The first concern

is the arrival pattern of a certain product type. Higher arrival rate might call for a

higher priority in that this may allow the production line dedicate on one product type

thus eliminating line interruption by avoiding frequent product switch and setup of the

production line. The second concern is the quality of the product received. No mater

what type of product received, the quality condition of each batch of product received

may be different. Product with higher reuse potential should be processed first so that

value can be recaptured as early as possible. The third group of concern is the demand

of the product to be process. Products with a higher resale value need to be processed

earlier so that revenue can be realized earlier. Product with an earlier due date and

higher penalty cost need to be handled earlier. The fourth group of concerns involves

process related concerns. This includes setup time and setup cost for a specific type of

products, product with shorter setup time should give higher priority to reduce setup cost

and time. Depreciation rate of the products or components received is also a concern.

Products with the highest depreciation rate should be given first consideration. These

concerns have to be integrated together to generate an optimal priority mechanism and

optimal production switch rule for different products, thus reducing and total cost and

maximizing the total profit.
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2)

When dealing with priority assignment mechanism, most researcher focus on a pre-

defined priority assignment rules, ignoring the process that map the priority issues to

priority determination. In practice, manufacturers will weight on these concerns con-

sidering its business configuration and determine suitable priority structure. Thus, a

method that can direct link these concerns to final priority assignment is required. A

special weighting based mapping method is proposed in this thesis research. All concerns

are aggregated by a group of weighting factors that will be applied to the normalize

priority concerns. This aggregated value, which is called priority index, is then ranked.

Based on the ranking, priority is assigned to each product group.

3)

In order to maximize the profit of a remanufacturing system, these weighting factor

need to be optimized. An objective function has to be developed, which models the

expected profit as a function of the assignment priority. Queueing models need to be

developed in order to calculate the expected waiting time of different product under a

specific priority assignment. Waiting time is ten used to calculate queue length, server

utilization rate, holding cost, depreciation costs, and throughput of each product during

a specific period of time. This information will then be used to compute the total profit.

4)

Due to the complexity of the optimization problem, evolutionary approaches need

to be employed. Invented by John Holland in 1975 based on ideas from the science of

genetics and the process of natural selection, Genetic algorithm, is used in many areas

to find exact or approximate solutions to optimization and search problems. Suitable

crossover, mutation and selection approach need to be chosen.
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Chapter IV

Methodology

Research framework and Assumptions

In order to investigate the impact of issues considered in this research to the optimal

priority mechanism and to the final net profit, a mathematical model of net profit in

typical remanufacturing enterprises has to be developed. All uncertainty issues related

to remanufacturing process and their effects on the long-term profit should be identified

at first. Initial investigations suggest that there are four groups of issues concerning

uncertainty of the returned products. Supply of returned products as first issue is of vital

importance, and represented in form of arrival rate.

Figure 2: Quality issues of returned products

Studies have shown that the choice of arrival time distribution will not affect perfor-

mance of remanufacturing workshop (V. Damiel R. Guide Jr et.al 1997). Thus a Poisson
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distribution for the time between arrivals is generally used in literature and hence assumed

in this thesis research. Quality uncertainty is caused by varied usage and condition of re-

turned products. As shown in Figure 2, some of the products are dysfunctional, damaged

or just slightly used and can be easily restored and work as newly manufactured prod-

ucts; some cant be fully renewed or serve as a whole product, thus will be dissembled for

component reuse or material recycling; a lot of returned products may totally run out of

their service life, and will be considered as scrap. Refurbished products, components and

material will come back to market with different resale value. A special type of product

could be warranty or repair return. Generally, customers would set up a due time when

they place the order, and expect the product would be processed within a certain period

of time, late penalty may occur when remanufacturer cant accomplish the order before

the due time. Holding cost, value depreciation and service rate are three uncertainty

factors that directly relate to the remanufacturing process planning. Each issue can be

measured in several variables.

The overall research framework is illustrated in figure 2. The variables that affect the

optimal priority and net profit provide input to the method. In order to discover the

importance of these issues to the production priority and to the profit, the firstly step is

to map these variables to a priority index by applying suitable weights to their values.

Due to different performance metrics in different variables, values of variables varied from

each other. To evaluate each variable on the same level, value of each variable will be

normalized. Each variable will be tested while other variable are fixed. Those variables

that change in the same direction with profit, in other words the higher variable value

the higher profit and the lower variable value the lower profit, are considered as having

positive impact on profit, and those variables that change in the opposite direction with

profit are considered as having negative impact on profit. By normalization, all the

variables will have a range between 0 and 1. For variables that have positive impact on

profit, maximum value is recognized as 1 and minimum value is recognized as 0, while

variables that have negative impact on profit, maximum value is recognized as 0 and

minimum value is recognized as 1.
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Figure 3: Flowchart of Methodology

Initial weighting factors generated by program randomly is assigned to each variable.

A variable which is assigned with a higher weight is considered to have more influence

on profit. And thus priority index is defined as the sum of each weighting factor times

corresponding variable value. Priority index will then be used to rank the priority of

n types of product, the higher value of priority index the higher priority of product is.
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Once priority is decided, the daily profit can be obtained by the profit equation.

An implementation of the Genetic Algorithm is used to find better weighting factors

for all issues, thus resulting in a better performance in profit. The algorithm starts with

assigning a fixed number of sets of 15 random integers. The constraint placed on the

summation of weights is regulated by making each weight equal to its corresponding

random integer divided by the summation of the all 15 random integers, thereby making

the sum of all weights equal to 1. After each weight is calculated from each set, products

are sorted by priority and total profit is calculated. To know which sets of weights are

superior, the sets are sorted by the total profit calculated respectively. For the next

generation of sets, the algorithm matches two sets (parents) and exchanges half of their

weights to its pair, resulting in two new sets (children) until the number of sets equals

its previous generation. In order to minimize similarity between crossovers, the idea of

mutation is implemented. There is a fixed probability mutation will occur in a set of

weights, which will alter anywhere between one and three weights in that set.

There are two designs in choosing parent sets to create the new generation of sets. The

first method of parent choosing takes two percentages relative to the size of the generation,

one represents the sets that will be paired and the second being the number of times each

set will be paired with the their following sets in the sorted list. Roulette-Wheel selection

is then used as the second method of parent choosing, allowing all sets a chance to be

paired and decreasing the possibility of remaining at a local maximum. Both methods

are used to obtaining a certain percentage of the next generation size, both adding up

equal to the size of the previous generation. This variation of the Genetic Algorithm is

then used by taking multiple initial populations of sets and allowing them to pair for

several generations and taking the maximum found as an approximation to the optimal

solution.
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Input

The issues that are considered in this research are listed in table 1. They are required

in the profit calculation and should be taken into account while assign the priority to

arrival return products.

Table 1 Issues in Remanufacturing Process

Issue Variables Product Type (r)

Supply

Arrival Rate (unit/day) λr

Collection cost (dollar/unit) V COr

Quality

Refurbish Rate (%) PRr

Components Reuse Rate (%) PCr

Material Recycle (%) PMr

Demand

Due Date (day) TDr

Resale Value (dollar/unit) V Rr

Components Reuse Value (dollar/unit) V Cr

Material Value (dollar/unit) V Mr

Late Penalty (dollar/unit) V Lr

Remanufacturing Process

Holding Cost (dollar/unit) V Hr

Product Depreciation (dollar/unit) V DPr

Component Depreciation (dollar/unit) V DCr

Material Depreciation (dollar/unit) V DMr

Service Rate (unit/day) µr

Issues of rth type of returned product is explained below (r = 1, 2, . . . , n)

λr : Arrival rate of product with type r, returned products arrive at a single channel

queue according to Poisson process.

V COr: Collection cost, which is unit cost for the remanufacturer to get the returned

product.

PRr: Product refurbish rate, which is the percentage of received product r that can be

completely repaired and expected to work as newly manufactured products.

PCr: Components reuse rate, which is percentage of received product r that although

cant be fully restored as whole but some of its components still can be reused after

dissembling.
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PMr: Material recycle rate, which is percentage of received product r which is badly

damaged or totally run out of service life, but the original material still can be recycled

and used for other purpose.

TDr: Due dime, which is the amount of time allowed on the interval between arrival

to completion of remanufacturing of a product. Late penalty will be charged when the

orders are finished after due date.

V Rr: Whole product resale value, which is the market value of refurbished product r.

V Cr: Components reuse value, which is the value of reusable components collected from

product r.

V Mr: Material value, which is the value of recycled materials collected from product r.

V Hr: Holding cost, the handling and inventory cost when the product r stay in the

system waiting in a queue or being served.

V DPr: Depreciation value of product r, which is the decrease in value of products due

to obsolescence within the time products stay in the system.

V DCr: Depreciation value of components from product r within the time components

stay in the system.

V DMr: Depreciation value of material recycled from product r within the time products

stay in the system.

µr: Service rate, which is the number of product r that a single channel can process every

day.

Normalization

Among values of each variable for all returned products, minimums and maximums

are picked out, and value of each variable will be normalized as demonstrated in table 2:
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Table 2 Normalization of Variable Value

Issue Factor
Variable of rth

Product

Minimum Value

of Variable

Maximum Value

of Variable
Normalization

Supply

Arrival Rate

(unit/day)

λr λmin λmax
λr − λmin

λmax − λmin

Collection Cost

(dollar/unit) / %

V COr V COmin V COmax
V COr − V COmin

V COmax − V COmin

Quality

Refurbish Rate

(%)

PRr PRmin PRmax
PRr − PRmin

PRmax − PRmin

Components Reuse

Rate (%)

PCr PCmin PCmax
PCr − PCmin

PCmax − PCmin

Material Recycle

(%)

PMr PMmin PMmax
PMr − PMmin

PMmax − PMmin

Demand

Due Time (day) TDr TDmin TDmax
TDr − TDmin

TDmax − TDmin

Resale Value

(dollar/unit)

V Rr V Rmin V Rmax
V Rr − V Rmin

V Rmax − V Rmin

Components Reuse

Value (dollar/unit)

V Cr V Cmin V Cmax
V Cr − V Cmin

V Cmax − V Cmin

Material Value

(dollar/unit)

V Mr V Mmin V Mmax
V Mr − V Mmin

V Mmax − V Mmin

Late Penalty

(dollar/unit)

V Lr V Lmin V Lmax
V Lr − V Lmin

V Lmax − V Lmin

Remanufacturing

Holding Cost

(dollar/day)

V Hr V Hmin V Hmax
V Hr − V Hmin

V Hmax − V Hmin

Process

Product Deprecia-

tion

(dollar/day)

V DPr V DPmin V DPmax
V DPr − V DPmin

V DPmax − V DPmin

Component

Depreciation

(dollar/day)

V DCr V DCmin V DCmax
V DCr − V DCmin

V DCmax − V DCmin

Material Deprecia-

tion

(dollar/day)

V DMr V DMmin V DMmax
V DMr − V DMmin

V DMmax − V DMmin

Service Rate

(unit/day)

µr µmin µmax
µr − µmin

µmax − µmin
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Assign Weighting Factors

10,000 sets of weighting factors will be generated at first as below:






−→
W1 = (w(1)

1 , w(1)
2 , . . . , w(1)

15 )
−→
W2 = (w(2)

1 , w(2)
2 , . . . , w(2)

15 )

.

.

.
−→

W10,000 = (w(10,000)
1 , w(10,000)

2 , . . . , w(10,000)
15 )

(1)

Where
15�

j=1

wj = 1

Weighting factors will be adjusted and reassigned using Genetic Algorithm if necessary.

Table 3 summarizes the weighting factors associated with each issue.

Table 3 Weighting Factor for each Variable

Issue Variables Product Type (r) Weighting Factor

Supply
Arrival Rate (unit/day) λr w1

Collection Cost (dollar/day) V COr w2

Quality

Refurbish Rate (%) PRr w3

Components Reuse Rate (%) PCr w4

Material Recycle (%) PMr w5

Demand

Due Time (day) TDr w6

Resale Value (dollar/unit) V Rr w7

Components Reuse Value

(dollar/unit)

V Cr w8

Material Value (dollar/unit) V Mr w9

Late Penalty (dollar/day) V Lr w10

Remanufacturing

Holding Cost (dollar/day) V Hr w11

Process

Product Depreciation

(dollar/day)

V DPr w12

Component Depreciation

(dollar/day)

V DCr w13

Material Depreciation

(dollar/day)

V DMr w14

Service Rate µr w15
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Priority Index Calculation

Priority index is used to determine priority dispatching rule

Weight of jth variable: wj (j = 1, 2, . . . 15)

Normalized value of jth variable of rth product: Fr,j

Priority index of rth product: PIr can be expressed as:

PIr =
15�

k=0

Fr,k × wk

= λr−λmin
λmax−λmin

w1 + V COr−V COmin
V COmax−V COmin

w2 + PRr−PRmin
PRmax−PRmin

w3 + PCr−PCmin
PCmax−PCmin

w4 + PMr−PMmin
PMmax−PMmin

w5

+ TDr−TDmin
TDmax−TDmin

w6 + V Rr−V Rmin
V Rmax−V Rmin

w7 + V Cr−V Cmin
V Cmax−V Cmin

w8 + V Mr−V Mmin
V Mmax−V Mmin

w9 + V Lr−V Lmin
V Lmax−V Lmin

w10

+ V Hr−V Hmin
V Hmax−V Hmin

w11 + V DPr−V DPmin
V DPmax−V DPmin

w12 + V DCr−V DCmin
V DCmax−V DCmin

w12 + V DMr−V DMmin
V DMmax−V DMmin

w12

+ µr−µmin

µmax−µmin
w15

Where
15�

k=1

wk = 1

Map Priority Index to Product Priority

All of PIr of returned products are ranked from high to low value, where products with

higher value of priority index are given higher priority. After finding and sorting products

by priority, the products and their corresponding variables are indexed by their priority.

Thus, Pr is used to denote product with rth priority. For other variables, index r is also

used to represent the priority level.

Profit Evaluation

Profit is used as a performance measure of the priority dispatching rules, which can

be obtained based on arrival rate and average waiting time of different types of products.

There are n types of products ranked from priority 1 to priority n after given priority

indeces, products of higher priority will always be severed before lower priority, and a unit

that begin service complete its service before another unit is admitted. As product of rth
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Figure 4: Priority Dispatching Rules

priority arrives at the system with rate λr, there are totally
k�

1

nk (1 ≤ k ≤ r) products

of higher priority already in the queue ahead of arriving products. While waiting in the

queue more products with higher priority may arrive and be served before rth products.

And the process time distribution for the rth priority products is exponential with mean
1

µr
.

The expected time of rth product spent in queue is (day/unit)

W (r)
q =

�r
k=1

ρk

µk

(1− σr−1)(1− σr)
ρr =

λr

µr
σr =

r�

k=1

ρk σ0 = 0

The expected time of rth product spent in system is (day/unit)
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W (r) =

�r
k=1

ρk

µk

(1− σr−1)(1− σr)
+

1

µr

Our objective is to maximize annual profit, which is the difference of annual revenue

and annual cost. Annual revenue is composed of annual product resale value, annual

components reuse value and annual materials recycle value.

Resale Value = λrPRrV Rr

Components Reuse Value / day = λrPCrV Cr

Materials Recycle Value / day = λrPMrV Mr

Revenue / day = λrPRrV Rr + λrPCrV Cr + λrPMrV Mr

Daily cost consists of collection cost, depreciation, daily holding cost, set up cost

and late penalty. Other costs such as labor, tooling, and utility are ignored since there

is no relationship between these costs with priority rules. Collection cost is paid by

remanufacturer before returned products arrive, which is λrV COr. Depreciation happens

to all the products while they stay in system, and daily depreciation for rth products is:

λr(PRrV DPr + PCrV DCr + PMrV DMr)W (r)

It is assumed that holding cost only occurs when products stay in the queue, daily

holding cost for rth product is V HrW
(r)
q , and late penalty applied to products that cannot

be finished within due time and can be represented as:

LPr = V Lr

∞�

TDr

e−t/W (r)

W (r)
(t− TDr) dt = V LrW

(r)eTDr/W (r)
(6)

Daily net profit of rth product can be expressed as:

NPr = λr(PRrV Rr + PCrV Cr + PMrV Mr − V COr)

−λr(PRrV DPr + PCrV DCr + PMrV DMr)W (r)

−
�
V HrW

(r)
q + V LrW (r)eTDr/W (r)

�
(7)

Total daily profit can be collected from n products as

n�

r=1

NPr
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Weight Optimization

Genetic Algorithm is used to adjust the initial set of weighting factors until there is

maximum profit.

A typical Genetic Algorithm works as following:

[Start] Generate random population of n chromosomes (suitable solutions for the problem)

[Fitness] Evaluate the fitness f(x) of each chromosome x in the population

[New population] Create a new population by repeating the following steps until the new

population is complete

[Selection] Select two parent chromosomes from a population according to their fitness

(superior fitness implies the greater chance to be selected)

[Crossover] With a crossover probability, cross over the parents to form new offspring

(children). If no crossover was performed, offspring is an exact copy of parents.

[Mutation] With a mutation probability, mutate new offspring at each locus (position in

chromosome).

[Accepting] Place new offspring in a new population

[Replace] Use new generated population for a further run of algorithm

[Test] If the end condition is satisfied, stop and return the best solution in current popu-

lation

[Loop] Go to step 2

A java program was developed to implement the Genetic Algorithm and to find the

optimal weighting factors. The flowchart of the program is illustrated in figure 5.
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Figure 5: Genetic Algorithm Flowchart

The terms and variables used in the program are explained as followed:

WSIZE: Number of weights in a set
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GSIZE: Number of different initial generations used

PSIZE: Population size for each generation

FSIZE: Fixed number of sets that will crossover

RANGE: Range of random integers

STEP : Best sets will crossover with STEP consecutive sets until reaching FSIZE

P : Number of sets created

G: Number of initial generations created

W : Number of weights currently made for a set

FMAX: Best optimal solution found

FCHECK: False if no solution has been recorded for FMAX, in order to know FMAX

has

some value found

SP : Set P

FP : Holds total profit using set P

F (SP ): Find total profit using weights from set P

ST :Crossovers for each set and resets to 0 after reaching STEP

FT : Number of sets crossover, checked until reaching FSIZE

C: Current set used to crossover with next STEP consecutive sets

RK : Sets used for next population

As shown in Figure 5, the program starts by reading parameters WSIZE, GSIZE, PSIZE,

FSIZE, RANGE, STEP . Until reaching PSIZE sets, generate WSIZE random

weights for each set Sk in the range (1-RANGE) and store the calculated total profit

for those weights Fk. If Fk is found to be greater than the current FMAX, the value of

FMAX is exchanged with Fk to keep track of the best profit found. After generating

PSIZE sets and computing their total profit, sets are sorted crossovers will replace all

PSIZE sets for GSIZE generations.

Two methods of crossovers are used to reproduce new sets for each generation. The

first method of crossovers chooses the best sets and crosses them with the next STEP sets

until reaching FSIZE. Afterwards, Roulette-Wheel is used to choose sets to crossover
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until reaching PSIZE and finish exchanging all sets to new sets for the new generation.

Set replacements for generation to generation is done GSIZE number of times.

Appendix 1 provided the complete code for the program.
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Chapter V

Case Study

To validate the methodology developed in this research, a case study is conducted

based on a typical remanufacturing system which has been introduced in paper entitled

A hybrid simulation optimization method for production planning of dedicated reman-

ufacturing (Jianzhi Li et.al 2009). The facility is a remanufacturing system located in

Austin, Texas, which works on recover, reuse and recycle used laptops and desktops for

Dell computers. Both returned laptops and desktops are remanufactured in one produc-

tion line.

As illustrated in figure 6, the products are classified into eight types. This includes

desktops and laptop return from different areas with varied models and usage conditions.

Product 1 and 2 are computers collected from government and universities, which are

normally maintained in good condition and purchased in recent years. A high refurbish

rate of 90% is found with returns from this area. Product 3 and 4 are returned from rural

area. Due to those computers are generally old models and being used for a long time,

70% of return goes to material recycle, only 10% would be used for refurbish and 20%

can be reused as components. Product 5 and 6 come from urban area, as illustrated in

Figure 6, 30% of urban returns can be refurbished, 50% can be reused as components,

and 20% go to material recycle. Product 7 and 8 are warranty returns, which are newly

purchased computers within warranty, returned by customers who are expect to get them

back. Warranty returns will be considered as of 100% refurbish rate. Remanufacturer

is paid $50 for repairing each warranty return. $10 daily late penalty for each unit will

be charged if warranty return is not finished within the due time which are 4 days for

desktops and 2 days for laptops.

Truck arrivals of return products (except warranty returns) follow a Poisson process

with the mean time between arrivals of 4 hour during an 8-hour workday. Laptop and
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Figure 6: Eight Types of Return Products

desktop come in the same truckload. Normally the proportion of desktops in a truck is as

twice as laptops while one truckload is 390 units. Among those returned products 60%

are returned by universities and government, 20% come from rural area and the rest 20%

come from urban area.

Based on the information, the arrival rate of each product is calculated as follow:
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λ1 =
8

4
× 390× 2

3
× 60% = 312 units / day

λ2 =
8

4
× 390× 1

3
× 60% = 156 units / day

λ3 =
8

4
× 390× 2

3
× 20% = 104 units / day

λ4 =
8

4
× 390× 1

3
× 20% = 52 units / day

λ5 =
8

4
× 390× 2

3
× 20% = 104 units / day

λ6 =
8

4
× 390× 1

3
× 20% = 52 units / day

In average, Dell sends warranty returns with 70 units per day for desktop and 130

units per day for laptops.

As presented in Table 6, collection costs are estimated at $150 for each desktop and

$250 for each laptop while the selling price of the refurbished desktops and laptops are

estimated to be $250 and $400 per unit respectively. Components reuse value from each

desktop is $70 and from each laptop is $100. Material recycle value from each desktop is

$40 and from each laptop is $30. There is a $50 revenue from a finished warranty return

product.

Holding cost of each product is determined from its value, and according to historical

data. Annual holding cost of one product is estimated at 20% of its value, so daily

holding cost per unit can be derived as below, all the calculation based on 52 weeks of

5-day weekly schedule:
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V Hr =
20%(PRrV Rr + PCrV Cr + PMrV Mr

52× 5

V H1 =
20%(90%× 250 + 10%× 70)

52× 5
= $0.1785 / day× unit

V H2 =
20%(90%× 400 + 10%× 100)

52× 5
= $0.2846 / day× unit

V H3 =
20%(10%× 250 + 20%× 70 + 20%× 40)

52× 5
= $0.0515 / day× unit

V H4 =
20%(10%× 400 + 20%× 100 + 20%× 30)

52× 5
= $0.0623 / day× unit

V H5 =
20%(30%× 250 + 50%× 70 + 20%× 40)

52× 5
= $0.0908 / day× unit

V H6 =
20%(30%× 400 + 50%× 100 + 20%× 30)

52× 5
= $0.1354 / day× unit

For warranty return holding cost is low and not included in this case.

Deprecation value is also related to products value, annual depreciation is 50% of its

value. So daily depreciation for products, components and material of each unit will be:

V DPr =
50% V Rr

52× 5
V DCr =

30% V Cr

52× 5
V DMr = 0%

Since depreciations and holding cost in this case totally depend on the value of prod-

ucts, depreciations as V DPr, V DCr and V DMr, holding cost as V Hr will not be consid-

ered as variables being assigned weights to. In other words, in this case, only 11 variables

as below are assigned weights.
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Table 4 Variables are Assigned Weights in this Case

Variables Product Type (r) Weighting Factor

Arrival Rage (unit/day) λr w1

Collection Cost (dollar/day) V COr w2

Refurbish Rate (%) PRr w3

Components Reuse Rate (%) PCr w4

Material Recycle (%) PMr w5

Due Time (day) TDr w6

Resale Value (dollar/unit) V Rr w7

Components Reuse Value

(dollar/unit)
V Cr w8

Material Value (dollar/unit) V Mr w9

Late Penalty (dollar/day) V Lr w10

Service Rate µr w11

Data of cycle time is offered as Table 5 below (Li et al. 2009), it takes 47.8137 minutes

for one operator to work on a laptop on average, and it takes 54.5137 minutes for one

operator to work on a desktop on average.

Table 5 Cycle Time

There are 53 operators working in two work shifts, so the daily service rate for laptops

and desktops are as follows:

Laptop : 8× 60÷ 47.8137× 53× 2 = 1064.13 units / day

Desktop : 8× 60÷ 54.5137× 53× 2 = 933.34 units / day
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Table 6 Variable Values of Remanufacturing System

Table 6 summarizes all the data used in this case study. As demonstrated in Chapter

4, to be compared in same scale, all the variable values will be normalized to the range

from 0 to 1. Normalized variable value is listed as below in Table 7.
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Table 7 Normalized Variables

Genetic algorithm is then executed. Three weighting factor sets which generate the

top 3 maximum profit are selected from each generation and listed below in Table 8.
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Table 8 Weighting Factor Sets from each Generation
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Table 9 listed the waiting factors for the 11 variables in each generation. Figure 7

through figure 18 demonstrate the change of the weighting factor associated with each

variable in each generation.
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Table 9 Weight Sets of Maximum Profit from each Generation

Figure 7: Weight of each Variable Throughout 20 Generations
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Figure 8: Weight Change of Arrival Rate

Figure 9: Weight Change of Collection Cost

Figure 10: Weight Change of Refurbish Rate
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Figure 11: Weight Change of Component Reuse Rate

Figure 12: Weight Change of Material Recycle Rate

Figure 13: Weight Change of Due Time
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Figure 14: Weight Change of Resale Values

Figure 15: Weight Change of Component Reuse Value

Figure 16: Weight Change of Material Recycle Value
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Figure 17: Weight Change of Late Penalty

Figure 18: Weight Change of Service Rate

Optimal priority of 8 types of products from each generation is listed as below in Table

10, as shown in Figure 19 optimal priority begins to stay stable from generation 4.

Laptop from university return is of 1st priority, desktop from university is of 2nd

priority, desktop from urban area is of 3rd priority, desktop of urban area is of 4th priority,

laptop from rural area is of 5th priority, laptop of warranty return is of 6th priority, desktop

of warranty return is of 7th priority and desktop from rural area is of 8th priority, and

desktop from rural area is of 8th priority.
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Table 10 Optimal Priority of Products from each Generation
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Table 11 Top 3 Maximum Profit from each Generation

As shown in Table 11, the maximum profit increase from 29647.8286012123 to 29647.924081845

and stabilizes from the third generation. The top three profits shown above are the max-

imum found over the 5,000 random generated weight factors which is the reason there

does not seem to be a big increase in max profit found over generations. However, this

can be explained due to the only change being the switch of two consecutive products.
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Data Analysis and Insights

Figure 19: Optimal Products Priority from each Generation

Data obtained from running the Genetic Algorithm on product data shows the follow-

ing aspects about product information as weights tend to stabilize:

1- Laptops have greater priority than Desktops.

2- University computers have greater priority than urban computers which are

greater

than rural computers.

3- Warranty computers have low priority seems to only be affected by due time

In the case of university computers, 90% of the revenue comes from refurbish value

and 10% from component value in which both values are greater in university laptops

compared to university desktops. In the case of urban and rural computers, calculating

the daily revenue shows laptops generate greater profit than desktops with their respective

area.

Data used showed revenue from refurbished computers at least three fold from com-

puter component value which is approximately twice as much as material cost. University

computers have greater refurbish rate than combined refurbish and component rate from

computers found in urban and rural areas. Similarly, computers from urban areas have
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a greater refurbish rate than combined refurbish and component rate from computers in

rural areas.

Computers to be returned because of warranty do not generate profit, however, does

cause a loss of money from late penalty. Regardless, data showed these products to be

at the end of the priority list, only having late penalty affect the priority greatly.

Analysis of variables by importance after observed convergence reveals following order

Order of importance:

V R > PR > V L > PC > V C > V CO > V M > λ > PM > TD > µ

Weight ratios between refurbish, component and material value was approximately

equal to their respective rates, which seems accurate since increasing the rate by some

percentage will give the same revenue as increasing the value respective to it. However,

increasing refurbish, component and material rates decreases profit by increasing depre-

ciation costs which is why refurbish, component and material values tend to be greater

than their respective rates when increasing generations populated.

The order of of the following variables that will be discussed are respective to their

weight importance.

Between refurbish, component and material resale value and rate, it is easily observable

that refurbish variables are more influential than component variables which impact more

than material variables describing the product. This is because the value for each variable

is greater approximately by twice the amount respectively to their increasing influence.

Apart from refurbish, component and material variables, it can be seen that late

penalty has a high priority which can be explained by the exponential component being

multiplied to it.

Next is λ, which should have a high priority because it is a scalar multiplier to refurbish,

component and material variables; however, it is also a scalar multiplier to losses from

depreciation which decreases its importance to be big.

The rest of the variables only affect losses by collection costs, late penalties and de-
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preciation starting with collection cost.

Late penalty is second to last in variable importance which can be explained by it

being a scalar multiple as well as the lack of late penalty in six out of the eight products

in the products observed.

µ affects the equation linearly and only by a factor of less than 1%, which causes it to

be the least important when finding the priority index for a given product.
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Chapter VI

Conclusion and Future Research

This thesis work focused on optimization of priority based production planning for

remanufacturing. Fifteen variables that can affect the performance of a remanufacturing

system were identified and investigated in this work. A normalization process was used

to covert factors related to these issues so that a weighting factor can be applied to

generate a priority index, which was later used to compute the priority assignments. A

profit function is derived from based on the waiting time of the products using priority

Queueing theory. The impact of fifteen variables impact on cost and revenue are captured

in this function. Genetic Algorithm is used to find the optimal waiting factors, which

reflect the importance of the issues that need to be considered in determination of the

priority dispatching rule..

A case study was conducted to validate the methodology. A remanufacturing facility

located in Austin Texas was selected and data were collected. The cost related to hold-

ing and depreciation dependent on other variables, hence the number of variables was

reduced to eleven. The result from the case study indicated that the method is effective

and time-efficient. It can provide support to decision making in production planning in

remanufacturing. The result and the optimal weighting factors can also be applied to

similar business.

For other types of remanufacturing systems, this method can be easily adapted and

applied. The weighting factors can also be used which can provide a close to optimal

solution in product priority assignment.

It shall be noted that this research has made assumptions to simplify to the man-

ufacturing system for the ease of analysis. More advanced model that considers other

parameters might deserve effort. Hence future research work are suggested as follows:
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1)

This research only considered single arrival with priority. In reality, products

with different type arrive in bulk. A more advanced Queueing model that

considers baulk arrival would be desired.

2)

In a real remanufacturing system, a run size is usually used to process a specific

type of return product. Before reaching the run size, the production will con-

tinue on the same products, even though higher priority products are waiting

in a queue. A suitable Queueing model that incorporate production run size is

recommended.

3)

This research work focused on the optimization of the priority, other decision

variables, such as workforce level, production line design are assumed to be

fixed and given. Future research is suggested so that these decision variables

can be modeled all together and optimized at the same time.

4)

Due to lack of data, the case study only considered eight types of product.

A remanufacturing facility generally can process much more products. Future

work in data collection is recommend so that the algorithm can executed to

reveal more insights for remanufacturing planning.
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Appendix A

Genetic Algorithm Code

File Name: Main.java
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File Name: Genetic.java
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File Name: Population.java
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File Name: Inventory.java
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File Name: Product.java
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